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Abstract

Background: Driven by the government’s firm commitment to promoting maternal health, maternal mortality ratio
(MMR) in China has achieved a remarkable reduction over the past 25 years. Paralleled with the decline of MMR has
been the expansion of hospital bed supply as well as substantial reduction in hospital bed distribution inequalities,
which were thought to be significant contributors to the reduction in MMR. However, evidences on the impact of
hospital bed supply as well as how its distribution inequality has affected MMR remains scarce in China. Addressing
this uncertainty is essential to understand whether efforts made on the expansion of healthcare resource supply as
well as on improving its distribution inequality from a geographical perspective has the potential to produce
measurable population health improvements.

Methods: Panel data of 31 provinces in China between 2004 and 2016 were extracted from the national statistical
data, including China Statistical Yearbooks, China Health Statistical Yearbooks and other national publications. We
firstly described the changes in hospital bed density as well as its distribution inequality from a geographical
perspective. Then, a linear mixed model was employed to evaluate the impact of hospital bed supply as well as its
distribution inequality on MMR at the provincial level.

Results: The MMR decreased substantially from 48.3 to 19.9 deaths per 100,000 live births between 2004 and 2016.
The average hospital bed density increased from 2.28 per 1000 population in 2004 to 4.54 per 1000 population in
2016, with the average Gini coefficient reducing from 0.32 to 0.25. As indicated by the adjusted mixed-effects
regressions, hospital bed density had a negative association with MMR (β = − 0.112, 95% CI: − 0.210--0.013) while
every 0.1-unit reduction of Gini coefficient suggested 14.50% decline in MMR on average (β = 1.354, 95% CI: 0.123–
2.584). Based on the mediation analysis, the association between hospital bed density or Gini coefficient with MMR
was found to be significantly mediated by facility birth rate, especially during the period from 2004 to 2009.
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Conclusions: This study provided empirical evidences on China’s impressive success in the aspect of reducing
MMR which could be attributed to the expansion of hospital beds as well as the improvement in its distribution
inequality from a geographical perspective. Such findings were expected to provide evidence-based implications
for long-term policy-making procedures in order to achieve rational healthcare resource allocations as well as
promoting the equity and accessibility to obtaining health care from a holistic perspective. Constant efforts should
be made on improving the equity in healthcare resource allocations in order to achieve the penetration of
universal healthcare coverage.
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Introduction
Maternal mortality ratio (MMR) is a globally recognized
indicator which reflects the overall health of a popula-
tion, the status of women in a society as well as the de-
velopment status of the healthcare system. Since the
Safe Motherhood Initiative was inaugurated in Kenya in
1987, many countries have focused on the reduction of
the high burden of maternal health [1]. In 2000, a list of
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) was proposed
by the United Nations, among which one of the critical
goals to be achieved was a 75% reduction in the MMR
between 1990 and 2015 [2]. Progress towards improving
maternal health was found to be accelerated after that
time point. According to the MDGs report, a 45% reduc-
tion of the MMR in a worldwide range was found be-
tween 1990 and 2013, from 380 to 210 maternal deaths
per 100,000 live births [3]. Quite a number of developing
regions such as Southern Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa
have made substantial improvements in promoting ma-
ternal health. Despite the progress that has been
achieved so far, regional inequalities remains in maternal
health conditions, with 94% of all maternal deaths re-
ported in low and lower middle-income countries in
2017 [4]. Therefore, the reduction of maternal mortality
should be addressed as a constant priority as part of the
global health and development agenda, especially in
developing countries.
Over the past 25 years, China has achieved impressive

progress in the promotion of maternal and child health
(MCH) given its daunting population size as well as the
diversity of counties. The MMR decreased strikingly
from 88.8 to 21.7 deaths per 100,000 live births between
1990 and 2014 [5], which indicated that MDG 5 has
been successfully achieved in China. A list of factors was
considered as potential contributors to having accelerated
such achievement. Specifically, a series of explicit policies
and programs proposed since 1995 were thought to have
addressed the promotion of maternal health as a critical
priority as part of the health agenda including the Law on
Infant and Maternal Health, the National Plan of Action
for Women, and MMR Reduction and Neonatal Tetanus
Elimination Program [6–10]. In addition, the Chinese

government’s long-term commitment to increasing invest-
ment on MCH has significantly improved the access to
antenatal and obstetric delivery care among healthcare
facilities [11]. Financial burdens induced by medical cost
have also been alleviated via the adoption of relevant
social health insurance programs as well as financial
compensations for MCH care [12]. Meanwhile, a well-
functioning three-tiered MCH network covering the
county, township and village levels was established, which
has provided an effective medical referral system for pa-
tients at high risks as well as facilitating communications
among different healthcare facilities while serving as an
extensive supervision system for MCH expert training
purposes [13, 14]. Last but not least, the health informa-
tion system across the country has been substantially im-
proved, which has greatly enhanced the MCH in terms of
both monitoring and reporting capacities [14, 15]. The
factors contributing to the reduction of MMR are com-
plex, but progress achieved in the expansion of healthcare
resources including maternal healthcare facilities, hospital
beds as well as healthcare professionals, as a foundation to
ensure a high coverage of MCH care, was thought to be
an essential contributor in this aspect [12, 14].
Since the initiation of the nationwide reform and

opening-up process in 1978, China has made remarkable
economic and social developments. As the result, con-
stant efforts have been made at governmental levels on
increasing financial investments in healthcare systems,
especially after the outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) in 2003, which induced a remarkable
growth in China’s healthcare resources. Between 2004
and 2016, the number of health facilities increased from
849,140 to 983,394 and the number of hospital beds per
1000 population increased from 2.51 to 5.37 [5]. Paral-
leled with the expansion of healthcare facilities was the
expansion of healthcare workforce, with the number of
healthcare personnel per 1000 population increasing
from 3.53 to 6.12 [5].
Despite such remarkable progress, constantly raising

inequalities embedded in the geographic distribution of
healthcare resources remains a critical problem to be
concerned [16, 17]. In 2005, doctor density in urban
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areas was reported more than twice that in rural areas,
with nurse density showing more than a three-fold dis-
parity, which presented a strong urban bias in the alloca-
tion of healthcare resources [18]. Similar disparity could
be found in the hospital bed density at the regional level
[16]. In attempt to tackle with this critical issue, Chinese
government has included a main focus on improving the
reasonable distribution of healthcare resources and pro-
moting equity of healthcare [19]. In spite of the health-
care inequalities constantly embedded among different
regions and provinces in China, such gaps were found to
be narrowed over time. For example, between 2004 and
2016, the Gini coefficients of hospital bed density be-
tween provinces decreased from 0.129 to 0.071 [5], thus
indicating a substantial reduction of healthcare resource
inequalities.
From the perspective of suppliers’ side, healthcare re-

sources are thought to serve as the prerequisites for im-
proving accessibility to healthcare, while equalities
embedded in geographic distributions of healthcare re-
sources are believed as the key to timely access to
healthcare services. It has been indicated by empirical
evidences that inequities embedded in healthcare re-
source and service distributions would significantly ex-
acerbate the disparities of healthcare outcomes as well
as the quality of lives [18, 20, 21]. However, to our
knowledge, accurate information as to the impact of
changes in healthcare resource supply as well as how its
distribution inequality has affected MMR in China re-
mains scarce based on previous literature. As the result,
it has become quite essential to understand whether ef-
forts made on the expansion of healthcare resource sup-
ply as well as on reducing its inequality in geographic
distributions have the potential to produce measurable
population health promotion. Based on these consider-
ations, in this study hospital beds was adopted as the
proxy indicator of healthcare resources, which was
aimed at investigating the impact of healthcare resource
supply as well as its distribution inequality on MMR
among 31 provinces in China between 2004 and 2016.

Hypothesis
As the core building blocks of healthcare systems,
healthcare resources are widely recognized as critical de-
terminants of population healthcare outcomes. Like all
the other productive processes in the field of economics,
healthcare resources can be regarded as the input while
population healthcare outcomes as the output in a
healthcare system. Based on such considerations, it
would be reasonable to assume that healthcare resources
have a diminishing return on population health while
controlling for all the other health-related factors. That
is, an additional rise in healthcare resources would cre-
ate sustained improvement in population health, while

such improvement would be conversely diminished
along with higher levels of healthcare resources. In the
field of economics, the law of diminishing marginal
productivity has been widely adopted as a common rule
in production theory [22], and also extensively used in
identifying social determinants of health, especially in
the aspect of investigating the negative impact of social
income inequality on population health [23–25].
Figure 1 depicts the relationship between healthcare

resources and population healthcare outcomes. The x-
axis refers to healthcare resources, which is illustrated
by hospital bed density in this study, and y-axis denotes
the maternal mortality ratio (MMR). A convex relation-
ship between hospital bed density and MMR was
depicted in this figure showing two facts: (1) Increased
hospital bed provision and lower MMR will be observed
when other factors associated with MMR remain un-
changed. (2) The reduction in MMR induced by a cer-
tain raise of hospital bed density will be gradually
diminished with constantly increased hospital bed
density.
Now we turn to the potential effect of geographic dis-

tributions of hospital bed density on MMR. To be con-
cise, we supposed two counties (A and B) in a
hypothetical province, where two scenarios (1 and 2) of
interests were embedded for analysis.

Scenario 1
County A had a lower hospital bed density (x1A ) com-
pared with county B ( x1B ), which resulted in a higher
MMR (y1A ) in county A in contrast with county B (y1B ).
The average hospital bed density in the province for sce-
nario 1 was (x1A þ x1B)/2, which was shown as x in Fig. 1,
while the average MMR was (y1A þ y1B)/2, shown as y1.

Scenario 2
We narrowed the gap in hospital bed density between
county A and B while keeping the average hospital bed
density (x) as a constant value. Hospital beds in county
A increased to x2A and that in county B decreased to x2B .
Consequently, we could observe a substantial reduction
in MMR of county A (y2A ), while a slight rise in that of
county B (y2B ) was identified. The averaged hospital bed
density remained x, while the average MMR changed to
y2, equaling to (y2A þ y2B)/2.
Comparing scenario 1 with 2, a significant reduction

of average MMR could be observed from y1 to y2 , indi-
cating that the reduction of MMR in county A has
greatly offset the raise of MMR in county B. Based on
the static comparison of the two theoretical scenarios, it
could be concluded that improved equality in the distri-
bution of hospital beds density between the two counties
would very much likely to achieve promoted healthcare
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outcomes in the province. As the result, such hypothesis
was proposed and adopted for the empirical analysis that
both the expansion of hospital bed supply and the im-
provement in its geographic distributions would achieve
in a reduction of average MMR.

Methods
Data sources
Our main analysis was conducted at the provincial level.
The MMRs in 31 provinces between 2004 and 2016
were retrieved from the National Health Statistical Year-
books [5]. The reported MMRs in the yearbooks were
annually collected by the National Maternal Mortality
Surveillance System, a well-developed population-based
maternal death registry system which was established by
the Ministry of Health of China in 1989 [11]. The accur-
acy of the data was guaranteed by a rigorous quality con-
trol mechanism including the standardized data
collection procedures, strict data review and data
management [26].
As the purpose of our study was to evaluate the im-

pact of hospital bed supply as well as its distribution in-
equality on MMR, three data resources were adopted for
extracting hospital bed data. In the first step, provincial-
level data on hospital beds between 2004 and 2016 was
directly obtained from National Health Statistical Year-
books [5]. In order to measure the inequality of hospital
bed distribution within each province, we further ex-
tracted county/city level data on hospital beds from
China County/City Social and Economic Statistical Year-
books [27, 28]. According to the divisions of administra-
tive areas in China in 2015 [29], there was a total of 34
provinces with 2850 county level administrative units.

Due to the data availability, we totally obtained hospital
bed data on 2347 counties/districts (2082 counties in
rural areas and 265 districts in urban areas) among 31
provinces in China, except for Hong Kong Special Ad-
ministrative Region (SAR), Macao SAR and Taiwan
province. We utilized the variations in hospital beds
among the 2347 counties/districts to calculate the pro-
vincial inequality index of geographic distributions of
healthcare resources.
Additionally, facility birth rate was extracted from the

National Health Statistical Yearbooks [5]. Other social-
economic characteristics of each province were collected
from the China Statistical Yearbook [30] Detailed infor-
mation for each variable were presented in Additional
file 1: Appendix Table 1.

Outcome
The key outcome variable is maternal mortality ratio
(MMR), which is measured by the annual number of
maternal deaths per 100,000 live births for a specified
time period. Maternal deaths are defined as women who
died from any cause related to or aggravated by preg-
nancy or its management except for accidental or inci-
dental causes during pregnancy and childbirth or within
42 days of termination of pregnancy, irrespective of the
duration and site of the pregnancy [31].

Independent variables
Hospital bed density and its inequality in geographic dis-
tribution were two primary independent variables in our
study. According to China Health Statistical Yearbooks,
hospital bed density was defined as the total number of
beds in healthcare institutions by the end of Dec 31st,

Fig. 1 Convex relationship between hospital bed density and MMR
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per 1000 registered population in each region [5]. The
hospital beds included regular beds, care beds and make-
shift beds, but excluded the pre-delivery beds, beds in
outpatient observation rooms and beds for newborn ba-
bies in obstetric wards [5]. According to the definition,
the reported hospital beds mainly refer to the beds that
are available or potentially available for health profes-
sionals to provide medical care for patients. In China’s
healthcare delivery system, the pre-delivery beds are
solely used to help the pregnant women prepare for the
deliveries, which are different from obstetric beds where
obstetricians actually provide delivery services. Thus, the
pre-delivery beds were excluded from the counts of
hospital beds.
The inequality in geographic distribution of hospital

beds within each province was measured by Gini coeffi-
cient, which was one of the most widely used indicators
for describing social and economic conditions [32–34].
The Gini coefficient was also recommended as a summa-
rized measure of inequalities in health and has been
applied in numerous empirical studies [16, 20, 35]. In this
study, we employed the geometric approach to define this
index, with a calculation formula defined as follows:

Gini ¼ nþ 1
n

−
2

n2μy

Xn

i¼1

nþ 1 − ið Þyi ð1Þ

where n is the total number of counties within a
province, μy is the mean of hospital bed density
among all counties, and yi refers to the county i ’s
hospital bed density. When calculated, counties
should be ranked in ascending order of yi at first and
corresponding population numbers are usually consid-
ered as survey weights in the equation. The value of
the Gini coefficient ranges from 0 and 1, with higher
values indicating higher inequality in geographic dis-
tribution of hospital bed [36]. According to previous
studies, a Gini coefficient smaller than 0.2 means low
inequality level, and values higher than 0.4 indicates
extreme inequality [37, 38].
The following variables that may confound the asso-

ciation between hospital bed supply as well as its in-
equality in geographic distributions and MMR were
considered as covariates in our analyses: crude birth
rate (‰), female illiteracy (i.e., the proportion of
women aged 15 years or older who were illiterate)
(%), gross domestic product (GDP) per capita (1000
Yuan), and urbanization rate (percentage of urban
population) (%). The GDP per capita was adjusted for
inflation based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
(National Bureau of Statistics, 2017). We also in-
cluded facility birth rate (%), as a crucial indicator of
maternal healthcare utilization, when exploring the

casual path from hospital bed density and Gini coeffi-
cient to MMR.

Statistical analysis
First, we performed descriptive analysis to investigate
the time trends and regional variations in MMR between
2004 and 2016. Based on GDP per capita [30], 31 prov-
inces were categorized into five groups: the highest,
upper middle, middle, lower middle, and lowest income.
Line plot and box plot were used for depicting the time
series and regional disparities in MMR in each province
by year and income level.
Second, we depicted the time trends and regional vari-

ations in hospital bed density as well as its distribution
inequality between 2004 and 2016. Two different
methods were considered for measuring hospital bed
density. The first method was to divide the counties into
six categories based on hospital beds per 1000 popula-
tion, and different shading indicated varied changes in
hospital bed density. From the central governments’ def-
inition, China was divided into three regions (eastern,
central and western region) based on the disparities em-
bedded in economic progress. Moreover, large variations
were found in population quantity and land size at the
county level between the eastern and western regions,
where a vast territory with a sparse population was typ-
ically identified in western counties. Due to small popu-
lation and large land size, the values of hospital bed
density in western counties might conceal the real pat-
tern of geographic distribution in hospital beds. Thus, the
second approach further adjusted the land size of each
county when calculating the bed density. In addition, we
used box plot and bar plot to describe the time trends and
variations in inequalities of hospital bed distributions
(measured by Gini coefficient) by year and province.
Third, we used a linear mixed model to examine the

effect of changes in hospital bed supply as well as its dis-
tribution inequality on MMR between 2004 and 2016.
Since the correlated structure of yearly reported MMR
within each province could be incorporated for analysis
into the mixed model, both within- and between-
province components of variation in MMR could be dis-
tinguished. Moreover, an autoregressive covariance
structure was fitted for residual effects to account for
serial correlation in MMR across time within the prov-
inces. The model was set as follows:

log MMRij
� � ¼ α0 j þ β1Bedij þ β2Giniij þ X

0
ijλþ ε0ij

α0 j ¼ α0 þ μ0 j

u0 j � N 0; σ2μ0

� �

ε0ij � N 0; σ2ε0

� �

ð2Þ
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where i denoted the year ranged from 2004 to 2016 and
j indexed the provinces. The MMRij was the maternal
mortality ratio for province j in year i. Bedij and Giniij
were two variables of interest, which indicated the hos-
pital bed density and Gini coefficient for province j in
year i. X′ij denoted a vector of provincial characteristics,
including female illiteracy, crude birth rate, GDP per
capita and percentage of urban population. Year dummy
variables were also included in the regression model. To
address the positive skewed distribution of MMRij, we
employed the natural logarithm of this ratio to fulfill the
assumption of linearity. Thus, the intercept α0j indicated
the average logarithm of MMR between 31 provinces,
equaling α0 (total mean of log(MMRij)) plus a random
effects’ terms μ0j. ε0ij was the error term. The coefficient
on Bedij (β1) and Giniij (β2) were two parameters of pri-
mary interest. As we used logarithm of MMR in the
model, a one-unit increase in the estimated coefficients

β̂ would produce an expected increase in log(MMRij) of

β̂ units. In terms of MMRij itself, this meant that the

expected value of MMRij was multiplied by eβ̂ . Thus, we

exponentiated the coefficient β̂, subtracted one from this
number, and multiplied by 100, which gave a corre-
sponding percent increase (or decrease) in the MMRij

for every one-unit increase in the independent variables.

So given a negative value of estimated coefficient β̂1 ,
one-unit increase in hospital bed density was associated

with a ðeβ̂1 − 1Þ � 100 percent decline in the MMR. For

a positive value of β̂2 , a 0.1-unit increase in Gini coeffi-
cient, indicating a relatively larger inequality in geo-
graphic distribution of hospital bed, was associated with

a ðeβ̂2�0:1 − 1Þ � 100 percent increase in the MMR.

Fourth, we explored whether the effect of hospital bed
density and Gini coefficient on MMR was mediated by
facility birth rate as well as the extent to which this ef-
fect was mediated. The three steps approach outlined by
Baron and Kenny [39] was used to assess the mediating
effect. Three mixed-effects regression models were esti-
mated: (1) a model examining the effect of hospital bed
density (or Gini coefficient) on MMR; (2) a model exam-
ining the effect of hospital bed density (or Gini coeffi-
cient) on facility birth rate; (3) a model for MMR
conditioning on hospital bed density (or Gini coefficient)
and facility birth rate. The mediating influence of facility
birth rate on the effect of hospital bed density (or Gini
coefficient) on MMR was tested using the Sobel test
[40]. Moreover, we performed the mediation analysis for
two periods respectively (2004 to 2009 and 2010 to
2016). Since the maternal mortality reduction and neo-
natal tetanus elimination programme was launched in
1999 [10], facility birth rate in China has been steadily
increased. In 2009, this program was implemented in a
nationwide range in order to provide free hospital deliv-
ery for all women in China [41], which achieved univer-
sal facility births by 2009, with an average rate of 94.51%
reported in 31 provinces (Table 1). Thus, we conducted
the mediation analysis for two different periods to exam-
ine the mediating role of facility birth rate. In addition, it
should be noted that there are some limitations in this
traditional mediation analysis implemented within the
framework of linear structural equation models [42]. A
new approach, namely causal mediation analysis, has
been developed under the counterfactual framework
[42]. But in this analysis, we primarily aims to identify
the role of facility birth rate on the association between
hospital bed density (or Gini coefficient) and MMR, in-
stead of identifying the causality which needs more

Table 1 Characteristics of 31 provinces in China, 2004–2016

Characteristics Between-province variations Within-province
change, 2004 to
2016

Mean (95% CI) Median (Quantile range)

2004 2009 2016 2004 2009 2016

Independent Variables

Hospital beds per 1000
population

2.76 (2.44, 3.08) 3.48 (3.22, 3.73) 5.36 (5.11, 5.61) 2.41 (0.92) 3.31 (0.84) 5.39 (1.27) 2.60 (2.22, 2.97)

Gini coefficient 0.32 (0.28, 0.35) 0.30 (0.26, 0.33) 0.25 (0.22, 0.28) 0.34 (0.09) 0.31 (0.09) 0.26 (0.07) −0.07 (−0.09, − 0.05)

Birth rate, ‰ 11.45 (10.26, 12.65) 11.38 (10.40, 12.36) 11.80 (10.72, 12.88) 11.67 (4.56) 11.70 (4.17) 12.18 (3.93) 0.35 (−0.36, 1.06)

Female illiteracy, % 16.18 (12.67, 19.69) 11.84 (8.75, 14.93) 9.17 (6.11, 12.22) 14.22 (12.03) 9.90 (7.17) 7.32 (5.12) −7.01 (−8.25, −5.77)

GDP per capita,
1000 yuan

19.39 (14.01, 24.76) 34.75 (27.25, 42.24) 56.77 (47.33, 66.20) 13.23 (12.45) 26.33 (22.44) 46.38 (32.06) 37.38 (32.13, 42.63)

Urbanization rate, % 29.94 (24.02, 35.86) 49.27 (43.89, 54.65) 57.85 (53.28, 62.42) 25.99 (12.47) 46.00 (15.65) 56.21 (14.39) 27.91 (24.23, 31.59)

Facility birth rate, % 81.68 (75.40, 87.97) 94.91 (91.38, 98.44) 99.47 (98.90, 100.04) 85.40 (21.40) 98.50 (3.80) 100 (0.40) 17.79 (11.89, 23.69)

Dependent Variable

Maternal mortality ratio,
per 100,000 live births

55.00 (34.56, 75.44) 28.84 (14.33, 43.35) 16.63 (9.80, 23.46) 42.80 (43.70) 19.20 (16.40) 12.70 (8.10) −38.37 (−52.46, −24.28)

Note: CI: confidence interval
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assumptions to be clarified. In this regards, the trad-
itional mediation method was adopted in the analysis.
All analyses were performed using ArcGIS 10.5, SAS

9.4, and R 3.4.3.

Results
Time trends and regional variations in MMR, China, 2004–2016
The overall MMR decreased substantially from 48.3
deaths per 100,000 live births in 2004 to 19.9 deaths per
100,000 live births in 2016 (Fig. 2). The patterns of re-
duction in MMR could also be found in provinces at dif-
ferent income levels. For example, MMR in provinces at
the lowest income levels reduced from 63.7 to 17.5
deaths per 100,000 live births between 2004 and 2016. A
dramatic reduction was also identified in middle-income
provinces, with the MMR decreasing from 61.3 to 13.1
deaths per 100,000 live births. In addition to the drastic-
ally accelerated reduction in the overall MMR, gaps
between provinces with different socioeconomic devel-
opment status were also substantially narrowed (Fig. 2
and Additional file 1: Appendix Table 2). The absolute
difference in MMR between the highest and the lowest
income provinces declined from 45.0 to 11.9 deaths per
100,000 live births between 2004 and 2016.
Little variation was found in MMR across provinces

among the highest and upper middle-income levels,
while large variations were found within the middle,
lower middle- and lowest-income provinces in terms of
mortality (Fig. 3). The greatest variation was found in
the lowest income provinces, where MMR ranged from
310.4 to 10.8 deaths per 100,000 live births in 2004.
Although such large variations have become smaller
from 2004 onwards, it should be noted that Tibet, as the
largest outlier in every reported year, was still lagging
behind.

Time trends and regional variations in hospital bed
density and inequality, China, 2004–2016
Paralleled with the decline in MMR has been the huge
raise in hospital bed supply. Specifically, the total num-
ber of hospital beds increased from 3,268,374 in 2004 to
7,410,453 in 2016, corresponding to 2.53 per 1000 popu-
lation in 2004 and 5.37 per 1000 population in 2016, re-
spectively. At the county level, average hospital bed
supply increased from 2.28 per 1000 population (95% CI:
2.21–2.34) to 4.54 (95% CI: 4.45–4.64) per 1000 popula-
tion between 2004 and 2016 (Fig. 4a). Compared with
the eastern region, counties in western and central re-
gions demonstrated a larger expansion in hospital bed
on average, with a raise of 2.45 and 2.22 per 1000 popu-
lation versus 2.05 per 1000 population in the eastern re-
gion. However, after we further adjusted the county area
in the process of measuring the hospital bed density,
such trend previously found in the changes of hospital
bed supply was reversed (Fig. 4b). Western counties
were found to present a much lower growth in hospital
bed quantities compared with more developed eastern
counties, with an increase of 0.0011 to 0.0014 hospital
beds per 1000 population per km2 (Additional file 1:
Appendix Table 3). Additionally, as the result of having
smaller population sizes, western counties appeared to
have larger variations in hospital bed density compared
with eastern counties. The absolute changes in western
counties ranged from a loss of 10.78 to a gain of 14.70
hospital beds, with a median gain of 2.27 bed per
county. In contrast, hospital bed changes in eastern
counties varied from a loss of 2.36 to a gain of 11.50
hospital beds, with a median gain of 1.89 bed per
county. The trends of variations between different re-
gions were also reversed when using hospital beds per
1000 population and 1 km2 as the units for

Fig. 2 Maternal mortality ratio by year and income level of provinces, China, 2004–2016
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measurement. Despite a list of remarkable progress
achieved in the expansion of hospital bed supply,
some counties in the western region still demon-
strated negative changes in this aspect as the result of
disproportionate removal of hospital beds as well as
the increase of the general population size.
During the past 13 years, the overall inequalities in

geographic distribution of hospital beds have been
improved steadily in China (Fig. 5). The average Gini
coefficient declined from 0.32 (95% CI: 0.28–0.36) in

2004 to 0.25 (95% CI: 0.22–0.28) in 2016 in spite of a
slighter increase of 0.002 between 2004 and 2005.
Most of the provinces were found to have achieved a
more equal resource distribution of hospital beds
within each province from 2004 onwards (Fig. 6). For
example, Guizhou province in western China has
made the largest improvement in hospital bed distri-
bution inequality, with its regional Gini coefficient re-
duced from 0.42 in 2004 to 0.24 in 2016. The Gini
coefficient in three provinces (Ningxia, Guizhou and

Fig. 3 Regional variations in maternal mortality ratio, China, 2004–2016

Fig. 4 Changes in geographic distribution of hospital beds by county, China, 2004–2016
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Guangdong) which were all reported greater than 0.4
in 2014, all dropped below 0.4 in 2016. Overall, the
absolute changes of Gini coefficient in 31 provinces
varied from a reduction of 0.18 (Guizhou province) to
a raise of 0.06 (Hainan province), with a median de-
crease of 0.08 per province. It should be noted that
four provinces including Hainan, Beijing, Qinghai and
Shanghai presented a reversed trend in Gini coeffi-
cient between 2004 and 2016. Moreover, such varia-
tions of inequalities in hospital bed distributions still
remained among different provinces in spite of con-
siderable narrowing of such gaps over the past decade
(Figs. 5 and 6).

Associations between hospital bed density and inequality
and MMR
Table 1 summarized the socio-economic characteristics
and maternal healthcare utilization indicator of each
province by the mean with 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) and median with quantile range. Changes between
2004 and 2016 of these variables were also reported.
Before using the mixed-effects regression model, we

tested the collinearity of included independent variables
and then excluded the urbanization rate from the regres-
sion model due to its high correlation with GDP per

capita (r = 0.876) and the largest variance inflation factor
(VIF = 6.519) (Additional file 1: Appendix Table 4 and
5). In the mixed-effects regression model, we firstly in-
vestigated whether there was a significant difference in
MMR among different provinces, and to which extent
such provincial level variations could be quantified by
clustering this ratio across time within provinces.
Then, we expanded the empty model (model 1) by
including hospital bed density, Gini coefficient, year
dummy variables, socio-economic factors and facility
birth rate step by step for examining the robust of
the estimates.
Table 2 provided the estimates of the mixed-effects re-

gression model, where the dependent variable was the
natural logarithm of MMR. The marginal effects were
reported, with the corresponding 95% confidence inter-
val (CI). The null model with no predictors (model 1)
showed a significant variation in MMR between prov-
inces (σ2μ0 = 0.506). The intraclass correlation (ICC) was

utilized to measure the proportion of total variance in
MMR that can be explained at the provincial level.
There was a large ICC in model 1 (ICC = 0.679), suggest-
ing the provincial effects on MMR cannot be neglected.
In model 2, the estimated coefficient for hospital bed per

Fig. 5 Overall inequalities in hospital bed distribution in China, 2004–2016
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1000 population was − 0.201 and statistically different
from zero at the 5% significance level, which indicated
that the MMR would be reduced by 18.21% on average
with a raise of 1 hospital bed per 1000 population.
Moreover, the Gini coefficient was found to have a posi-
tive association with MMR (β = 2.036, 95% CI: 0.941–
3.131), indicating that a more equitable geographical dis-
tribution of hospital bed density was associated with a
lower MMR. Year dummy variables were also included
in model 2. We found an increase of ICC and a huge re-
duction of − 2 residual log likelihood in model 2, which
implied this model was preferable compared with the
empty model.
From model 3 to model 4, hospital bed density and

Gini coefficient continued to demonstrate significant as-
sociations with MMR after adjusting a list of socio-
economic factors (i.e., crude birth rate, female illiteracy,
GDP per capita). Based on model 4, model 5 further
employed a first-order autoregressive covariance struc-
ture to fit the residual effects as well as testing the

model’s robustness. In model 5, hospital bed density still
showed a negative association with MMR (β = − 0.112,
95% CI: − 0.210--0.013). The Gini coefficient was found
to be significantly positively associated with MMR (β =
1.354, 95% CI: 0.123–2.584), which indicated that the
MMR will be reduced by 14.50% on average with a 0.1
improvement of inequality distribution on hospital bed
(0.1 unit decrease of Gini coefficient). It is noteworthy
that the logarithm of GDP per capita presented a signifi-
cant negative association with MMR (β = − 0.406, 95%
CI: − 0.710--0.101), which provided a practical evidence
for describing the contribution of economic develop-
ment levels on the reduction of MMR at the provincial
level. Additionally, the results reported that increased fe-
male illiteracy rate was significantly associated with
higher MMR (β = 0.022, 95% CI: 0.009–0.035). Further-
more, the − 2 log likelihood values and Akaike informa-
tion criterion (AIC) for the full adjusted model were
both smaller compared with model 5, which revealed
that the final model had a better model fit.

Fig. 6 Inequalities in hospital bed distribution by province, China, 2004–2016
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Mediation analysis
The mediating influence of facility birth rate on the
effect of hospital bed density or Gini coefficient on
MMR was presented in Fig. 7. Between 2004 and 2009,
hospital bed density was significantly associated with
MMR (c = − 0.483, P < 0.001) and facility birth rate
(a = 8.631, P < 0.001). There was still a significant negative
association between hospital bed density and MMR after
adjusting for facility birth rate (c’ = − 0.328, P < 0.001).
Facility birth rate demonstrated a significantly nega-
tive association with MMR when the hospital bed density
(b = − 0.017, P < 0.001) was adjusted. These estimation
results above demonstrated a significant mediating effect
from hospital bed density to MMR via facility birth
rate (a × b = − 0.145, P < 0.001). The proportion of this in-
direct effect accounting for the total effect was 30%. Simi-
lar results could also be found for Gini coefficient and the
proportion of the effect mediated by facility birth rate was
40.2%. In contrast, for the period from 2010 to 2016,
facility birth rate showed an insignificant association
with MMR when the hospital bed density (b = − 0.008,
P > 0.05) was adjusted. It also found that Gini coefficient
was insignificantly associated with facility birth rate
(a = − 2.745, P > 0.05). These results revealed there were
no mediating effects that could be identified during this
period. The findings of mediation analysis indicated that
hospital bed density and Gini coefficient have accelerated
the penetration of facility births which consequently
reduced the MMR, especially before the facility birth rate
reached the summit in a universal range. When there was

no potential for increasing facility births, the effect medi-
ated by facility birth rate would be weaken.

Discussion
Driven by the government’s strong commitment to the
promotion of maternal health, MMR in China has expe-
rienced striking decline in all provinces between 2004
and 2016. Substantial investments in the overall health-
care system reform including increases in the hospital
bed supply were considered to have accelerated such the
progress. Based on the national statistical data in China
between 2004 and 2016, this study depicted the time
trends and regional variations in MMR, hospital bed
density as well as the inequality of hospital bed distribu-
tions. In addition, the effects of hospital bed density as
well as its distribution inequality on MMR were evalu-
ated at the provincial level. Three major findings were
reported as the result of our analysis. First, China has
experienced considerable increase in nationwide hospital
bed quantities between 2004 and 2016. Second, echoing
the rise in hospital beds has been the steady improve-
ment in distribution inequalities of hospital bed at the
county level. Third, increased hospital bed supply as well
as improved geographic distribution equity in hospital
bed density were found to be significantly associated
with reduced MMR, thus suggesting that the expansion
of healthcare resource supply as well as the reduction in
hospital bed distribution inequalities have the potential
to produce measurable population health improvements.

Table 2 Mixed-effects regression models of the association of hospital bed supply and inequality with maternal mortality ratio,
China, 2004–2016

Variables Log of maternal mortality ratio

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5d

Fixed effects, β (95% CI)

Hospital beds per 1000
population

−0.201c (−0.268, −0.134) −0.178c (−0.245,-0.110) −0.112c (− 0.191,-0.033) −0.112b (− 0.210, − 0.013)

Gini coefficient 2.036c (0.941, 3.131) 1.931c (0.840, 3.023) 1.837c (0.762, 2.911) 1.354b (0.123, 2.584)

Birth rate, ‰ −0.005 (− 0.035, 0.026) −0.010 (− 0.041, 0.020) −0.012 (− 0.046, 0.023)

Female illiteracy, % 0.020c (0.008, 0.031) 0.018c (0.006, 0.030) 0.022c (0.009, 0.035)

Log of GDP per capita −0.382c (− 0.645, − 0.118) −0.406c (− 0.710, − 0.101)

Year No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Random effects, variance (SE)

Variance between provinces 0.506 (0.135) 0.405 (0.108) 0.319 (0.089) 0.243 (0.071) 0.222 (0.071)

Variance within provinces 0.239 (0.018) 0.055 (0.004) 0.055 (0.004) 0.055 (0.004) 0.062 (0.006)

Residual covariance 0.401 (0.058)

ICC 0.679 0.881 0.854 0.816 0.783

-2 Residual log likelihood 671.36 157.92 162.86 157.95 109.70

AIC 675.36 161.92 166.86 161.95 115.7

Note: CI: confidence interval, SE: standard error, ICC: intraclass correlation, AIC: Akaike info criterion. c, b and a denote 1, 5 and 10% significance levels, respectively.
d, Compared with model 4, model 5 further took the serial covariance in MMR across time within provinces into account when measuring the residual effects
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As an essential component of healthcare resource,
hospital bed density increased from 2.53 to 5.37 per
1000 population between 2004 and 2016. Such improve-
ment might have largely benefited from the massive in-
vestments from both Chinese central and local
governments aimed at enhancing hospital infrastructure
constructions in a nationwide range [16, 43]. The gov-
ernmental healthcare expenditure increased to 10.75
times in 2016 as compared with that in 2004. As re-
ported by corresponding figures, such expenditure in-
creased from 129.36 billion yuan in 2004 to 1391.03
billion yuan in 2016, thus reflecting a large expansion in
governmental investments on nationwide healthcare
promotion as part of the financial budgets [5]. In
addition, great efforts has been put on strengthening the
nationwide primary healthcare systems as well as pro-
moting the development of private hospitals since the
initiation of the latest phase of healthcare reform in
2009 [19, 44]. The rapid expansion of primary healthcare
facilities and private hospitals reflected the expansion of
nationwide healthcare resources. According to the latest
National Plan of Health Care Service System (2015–
2020), Chinese government has proposed an ambitious
goal to enhance the development of hospital bed supply,
denoting a specific target of achieving 6 hospital beds
per 1000 population by 2020 [45]. In addition, the

population’s raising demand on healthcare service might
have served as a potent external driver force for stimu-
lating the rapid growth of hospital bed supply [46]. Fur-
thermore, there were substantial diversities in the
geographic distribution of hospital bed density among
different regions. When hospital bed density was calcu-
lated based on county population and areas, western re-
gions in China were found to be particularly
disadvantaged in average healthcare resource level com-
pared with all the other regions. This finding was con-
sistent with the previous literature which focused on the
regional patterns of healthcare resource distributions in
China [16, 47]. It should be noted that some western
counties still demonstrated negative trends in hospital
bed developments due to disproportionate reduction of
hospital beds as well as the increase of general popula-
tion size.
Our findings indicated that China has made significant

progress in improving the geographic distribution in-
equalities of hospital beds at county levels between 2004
and 2016. Such achievement has been facilitated by a
persistent focus addressed at governmental levels in
order to ensure rational allocations of healthcare re-
sources while promoting the equity and accessibility of
obtaining healthcare services. In China, there were about
2000 rural counties that account for two thirds of the

Fig. 7 Mediation analysis of the effect of facility birth rate on hospital bed density or Gini coefficient and MMR. Note: a, b, c and c’ are regression
coefficients. a × b denotes the indirect effects from hospital bed density (Gini coefficient) to MMR via facility birth rate. Ratio means the
proportion of indirect effect accounting for the total effect. ***, ** and * denote 1, 5 and 10% significance levels, respectively
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total county-level administrative units [17], thus such
urban-rural gaps embedded in healthcare resource distri-
bution might have been the leading contributor to
healthcare resource distribution inequalities within each
province [18]. Since the healthcare reform in 2009, rapid
development of local healthcare systems has been wit-
nessed in rural areas, with a substantial increase of hos-
pital bed per 1000 population reported from 2.60 in
2010 to 3.91 in 2016 [5]. Specifically, the promotion of
financial transfer payments has been adopted by the cen-
tral government as a tactic for facilitating the develop-
ment of healthcare systems in under-developed areas,
especially in the western and central regions. Special
funding programs aimed at healthcare facility construc-
tions has also improved primary healthcare in rural areas
[44]. Moreover, an educational program was launched in
2010 in order to increase the numbers of healthcare pro-
fessionals in rural areas through attracting medical stu-
dents to work in rural regions after graduation with
their tuition exempted [48]. All these policies and strat-
egies have largely narrowed such urban-rural gaps in
healthcare resource allocations, which were essential to
improving the overall healthcare resource inequalities
within each province. Nevertheless, our results showed
that Hainan, Beijing, Qinghai and Shanghai provinces
still presented an upward trend of Gini coefficient be-
tween 2004 and 2016, based on which two potential sce-
narios would have to be considered. For highly
developed areas with sufficient hospital beds, especially
Beijing and Shanghai, such rising inequalities were more
likely to be induced by an uneven expansion of hospital
beds in certain regions. In contrast, such widened gaps
in Qinghai and Hainan which are featured by vast land
areas as well as under-developed economic status, tend
to be attributed to their under-developed regional
healthcare systems. Therefore, it should be highlighted
that in such under-developed regions, the expansion of
hospital bed supply should be proposed as the key strat-
egy for meeting the basic demands of healthcare services
instead of improving the equity of healthcare resource
distribution in these regions based on the fairly low level
of regional hospital bed quantities. Furthermore, it was
noteworthy that an extreme inequality of healthcare re-
source distribution was found in Tibet which constantly
remained lagging behind all the other provinces. Such
findings suggested that the improvement of healthcare
resource allocation in a nationwide range should be ad-
dressed as a long-term strategy, especially in economic-
ally disadvantaged areas.
In this study, hospital bed density as well as its in-

equality in geographic distributions demonstrated a sig-
nificant association with MMR. This finding was
consistent with our hypothesis and provided empirical
evidence that the expansion of hospital bed supply as

well as improving the distribution inequality of health-
care resources have contributed to the nationwide MMR
reductions. In particular, hospital bed density was
proven to be a powerful indicator in our model, with a
raise of 1 hospital bed per 1000 population yielding
10.60% decline of MMR on average. Several studies have
confirmed that higher hospital bed density was persist-
ently associated with lower MMR [49–51]. As the
supply-side input of healthcare systems, the number of
hospital beds partly reflects the hospital volume and cap-
ability and ensures the availability of maternal healthcare
services, such as in-hospital delivery services. More im-
portantly, the improvement in hospital bed distribution
inequalities should be highlighted as another key con-
tributor to inducing the decline in MMR. The narrowed
gap in hospital bed distributions at county levels was
found to be crucial for reducing the inequality in obtain-
ing access to healthcare services [17]. Under such cir-
cumstances, it is not difficult to predict that under-
developed counties would have more potential for utiliz-
ing maternal healthcare services thus obtaining more
benefits from MMR reductions. As part of our results,
facility birth rate was found to have played a mediating
role in the association of hospital bed density or Gini co-
efficient with MMR, especially during the period be-
tween 2004 and 2009. Such significant mediating effect
suggested that the expansion of hospital beds as well as
the improvement of hospital bed distribution inequalities
have substantially facilitated the penetration of in-
hospital births, and ultimately achieved in the reduction
of MMR. This encouraging finding provided three im-
portant implications. First, it confirmed that healthcare
outcome disparities could be largely attributed to the in-
equality in healthcare resource distributions at the ag-
gregate level. In attempt to mitigate such healthcare
outcome disparities in a nationwide range, constant ef-
forts would have to be made at central governmental
levels in order to facilitate rational distributions of
healthcare resources, with exceptional emphasis posed
on propelling the development of primary healthcare
systems. Second, our findings highlighted the remarkable
achievements in the enhancement of nationwide health-
care equity and accessibility as the result of long-term
efforts made in this aspect at the central governmental
level. Third, our findings provided valuable lessons for
other developing countries confronted with the same
goal of achieving equity in healthcare resource alloca-
tions. In spite of our valuable findings, it should be
noted that the substantial reduction in hospital bed allo-
cation inequalities between 2004 and 2016 merely
reflected the general trends of hospital bed distributions,
which failed to further provide evidences on whether an
equity in healthcare quality could be achieved among
various regions as the result of evenly allocated hospital
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bed distributions, thus leaving this question to be further
investigated which was more directly reflective of popu-
lation health status. Therefore, accurate information
about the equity of healthcare quality should be consid-
ered in future processes of assessing the effects of
healthcare resource disparities on health outcome
inequities.

Limitations
This study has several limitations that should be noted.
First, in this study hospital beds was adopted as a proxy
indicator for reflecting healthcare resources while
neglecting other essential components as part of health-
care resources such as healthcare workforce and finan-
cing. However, in a healthcare system, healthcare
infrastructures, healthcare workforce as well as financing
were typically found to be highly correlated. Previous
studies have identified a similar pattern of geographic
distribution inequalities in the aspect of healthcare
workforce as what we found for hospital beds in this
study. Based on these knowledge, hospital beds should
still be considered as a reasonable indicator for reflecting
the distribution of healthcare resources. Secondly, due to
the data availability, we failed to include some important
factors that may confound the association between hos-
pital bed capacity as well as its inequality and MMR,
such as the health seeking behaviors of pregnant women
and government subsidies for women to delivery at
health facilities. These valuable indicators need to be
further considered in the future analysis. Thirdly, we are
limited to address the potential simultaneity bias where
the development of hospital beds could also be affected
by the population health (e.g., MMR). If there was a
positive effect of MMR on hospital beds as well as a
negative effect of hospital beds on MMR, we would see
an upward bias in the estimated coefficient of hospital
beds. Finally, our study failed to incorporate a list of in-
dicators reflective of healthcare quality due to data avail-
ability issue, thus we were only able to evaluate the
distribution of healthcare resources from the perspective
of healthcare resource quantities. Therefore, it is highly
recommended that detailed information about health-
care quality be collected and adopted in future studies in
order to conduct comprehensive evaluations on the im-
pact of healthcare resource distribution disparities in
terms of affecting healthcare outcomes among different
regions [18].

Conclusions
China has made striking success in reducing MMR be-
tween 2004 and 2016. This study provided empirical evi-
dences indicating that this substantial reduction could
be attributed to the hospital bed supply as well as its
geographic distribution inequality at the provincial level.

Specifically, regions with higher hospital bed density and
more evenly allocated hospital bed distributions demon-
strated greater potential for achieving a much lower
MMR. Our findings highlighted the inequalities in
healthcare resource distributions as an essential con-
tributor to inducing varied healthcare outcomes among
different regions, which were expected to provide
evidence-based implications for future policy-making
procedures in order to optimize healthcare resource al-
locations in a nationwide range, thus ultimately promot-
ing the equity and accessibility to obtaining healthcare
services. Despite such considerable progress, it is note-
worthy that substantial inequalities still remain in China,
especially among the western regions. Under such cir-
cumstances, constant efforts should be made at govern-
mental levels in order to effectively improve healthcare
resource allocations in economically disadvantaged re-
gions, which might include the provision of special fund-
ing programs aimed at the improvement of regional
healthcare systems in under-developed regions, as well
as the provision of stronger incentives for attracting
healthcare professionals to work in indigent and distant
counties. Our findings were also expected to provide
valuable lessons for other developing countries with the
same aim of promoting the equity in healthcare resource
allocations, for which a critical priority needs to be ad-
dressed on improving healthcare resource distributions
among different regions in order to achieve the penetra-
tion of universal healthcare coverage.
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